
SESSION 7 | Ephesians 5:3-14 
 
  
 
 
 
Discussion Questions 
 
1) How does our contemporary society think about sex and greed? What kinds of messaging 

do we hear and how might it impact us? 
2) In contrast, what do v3-4 say about how Christians should/shouldn’t behave and why? What 

do you make of the strength of these verses? (You may also wish to look at 1:4 and 5:1-2 for a 
‘positive’ contrast.) 

3) In what ways do v5-6 emphasise how serious this is? What do you make of this?  
4) Why should Christians not join in in partnership with ‘the disobedient’? (v7) Does this mean 

we should withdraw completely from society? Where is this a particular challenge for us?  
5) Look at v8-10. Why and how are Christians called to be distinctive? What do you make of the 

imagery here?  
6) How do v 11-13 encourage or challenge us as Christians in a non-Christian context? As a 

result, what difference or impact should we expect to make where we are? What hope might 
there be?  

7) What might be some of the practical temptations we face and how can we avoid joining in 
with:  
a) Sexual immorality? 
b) Greed? 
c) Impure speech? 

8) Can you think how your distinctive Christian living in these areas might show up or expose 
‘darkness’ around you? Are we honestly ready and willing to stand out in this way? 

9) Positively, what might an embodied commitment to goodness, righteousness and truth look 
like this week?  

10) In light of the high stakes of this passage, how specifically can we pray for one another?  
  



NOTES 

TEACHING TIPS :  
(1)  Get specific & practical: where exactly are the challenges in these areas that we face. What are the 
real opportunities we face to live out v9?  
(2) Remember who you are is not who you were. The logic and thrust of 8-9 is central. Let that shape the 
way we hear the instruction. You were darkness but now are light in the Lord So live as children of light! 
(3) Encourage appropriate honesty (somewhere, even if not in group). It may not be appropriate to share 
in explicit details personal struggles with sexual immorality/impurity, but if we’re not getting any Christian 
help or support anywhere how realistically can we walk in the light? The passage assumes these dangers 
are real, not hypothetical.   
 

Eph 5:3-14   Have nothing to do with deeds of darkness because now you are light in the Lord  
• Have NOTHING to do with the deeds of darkness (3-7)  

o The call: no hint of sexual immorality, greed or impure speech (3-4) 
o The warning: no inheritance & coming wrath (5-6) 
o The command: do not join in with the disobedient! (7) 

• Because NOW you are LIGHT in the Lord (8-14) 
 

The extended section from 4:17-5:21 gives a strong & practical exposition of how the community that 
is one in Christ should walk (in contrast to a pagan Gentile culture). 4:17 sets this up and then introduces 
a series of contrasts (‘putting off’ the old self and ‘putting on’ the new). To cover all the detailed 
instruction in one session would be un-manageable so we are focusing here on 5:3-14 which 
exemplifies the strong contrast running throughout this section with clear and compelling application.  
 
(3-4) Note how strong and comprehensive the prohibitions are: ‘not even a hint…’ ‘or any…’. The terms 
used for sexual immorality and impurity as so broad as to cover any sexual activity outside of a marriage 
between a man and woman. A key repeated reason for these prohibitions is the Christian’s identity 
(‘improper for God’s holy people’, ‘out of place’). The apostle is saying: be true to your (new) self!  
 
(5-7) The ‘negative’ reasons/warnings against such behaviour are 1) they prove you are not really part of 
Christ’s kingdom (but rather an idolater) and 2) the wrath of God is coming upon the disobedient. It is 
incredibly strong language, and of course a reminder of what these believers WERE before they were 
made alive in Christ (2:2). The command not to ‘be partners’ means ‘don’t join in & participate’ with the 
disobedient. Cf 3:6: believing Gentiles are now ‘sharers together’ aka partners in the promise of Christ 
Jesus. You can either be one or the other but not both! NB this isn’t to undermine the assurance of 
believers who are battling with sin, rather to warn those who are complacent or think that sin and 
immorality don’t matter and/nor that God’s judgment isn’t coming (such claims =  ‘empty words’). 
 
(8-10) Here again we find the ‘once you were .. but now’ structure (cf:2:1-4, 11-3). How terrifying: you were 
darkness (cf 2:1-3), but now you are light in the Lord. Not just ‘in the light’ but actually light. How? In the 
Lord (Jesus IS the light, so we too are light in him). Therefore, it is obvious and fitting: v9 Live as children 
of light. The light/darkness contrast is powerful and we should let the imagery go to work on us in how 
we view sexual immorality/impurity/greed and by contrast goodness/righteousness/truth. Also the 
contrast with this fruit (v9) and the fruit-less deeds of darkness (11). 
 
(11-14)  ‘Have nothing to do with’ is emphatic. NB it’s the deeds of darkness (rather than people to avoid 
in totality). ‘Expose’ here need not be going on a witch-hunt, rather the inevitable result of light shining. 
Just by being light, it shows up darkness (e.g. if you shine a light under your fridge). The goodness of 
Christians’ lives will show the darkness around for what it is. But part of the hope of the darkness 
becoming visible is that it could be transformed – illuminated? – too. I.e. come into the light and be saved. 
Hence the hymn/song quoted in v14 (maybe from early hymn/ liturgy or mashup of Isa 29:19/60:1-2).  
 
FOR US:  Will we take seriously the call to ‘have nothing to do with’ / ‘not even a hint’ / ‘do not become 
partners with…’ in these counter-cultural way? Do we realise what we now are: light not darkness? 



HINTS FOR DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
1. How does our contemporary society think about sex and greed? What kinds of messaging do we 

hear and how might it impact us? Sex is everywhere and the marker of personal authenticity – 
encouraged/required to be true to yourself. Restraint = repression.  “Sexual immorality” sounds 
puritanical and outdated. Greed is trickier: some elements of our culture encourage us to 
get/accumulate/acquire whatever we can (whether possessions or experiences), while we also are 
supposed to be ethical/environmental/caring. Somehow told to believe: you can have it all… 

2. In contrast, what do v3-4 say about how Christians should/shouldn’t behave and why? Sexual 
immorality, greed and ungodly speech & joking are all totally out of place for the Christian. What do 
you make of the strength of these verses? (You may also wish to look at 1:4 and 5:1-2 for a ‘positive’ 
contrast) It is extreme: ‘not even a hint’ or ‘any kind of’ – these are ‘improper’ ‘out of place’. Even 
though some of these things may have been very normal in the culture (e.g. sexual immorality as part 
of temple worship, drunkenness & orgies etc). But not so for the Christians. We are called/chosen to 
be ‘holy and blameless’ (1:4) and ‘dearly loved children’ of God (5:1).  

3. In what ways do v5-6 emphasise how serious this is? What do you make of this? V5 It is emphatic: 
you can be sure! No one who characteristically lives this way will inherit in Christ’s kingdom. If you live 
like this it proves you’re not really part of the kingdom/family so why on earth would you expect to 
inherit it. V6 Emphasises that God’s wrath is certainly coming on the disobedient. Those who say 
God’s wrath is not real or relevant are deceptive using ‘empty words’.  

4. V7: Why should Christians not join in in partnership with ‘the disobedient’? It is an obvious 
consequence of the warnings of non-inheritance and wrath. Don’t join in with such people – it would 
be madness! Does this mean we should withdraw completely from society? Where is this a particular 
challenge for us? Not necessarily. To partner is to join in and participate – don’t do that. But the rest 
of the passage (light exposing darkness) assumes/requires proximity of Christians to their 
unbelieving neighbours to shine/expose. It’s not about withdrawal but distinctive beautiful holiness.  

5. Look at v8-10. Why and how are Christians called to be distinctive? This isn’t who you are any more 
(you once X were but now are Y). So live as children of light! What do you make of the imagery here? 
Light/dark imagery is clear, compelling and binary. So too fruit (v9) and fruitless-ness is powerful. Why 
on earth would you choose the fruitless deeds of darkness?! Is this how we really view the sins listed? 

6. How do v 11-13 encourage or challenge us as Christians in a non-Christian context? Don’t join in / 
have nothing to do with. This will likely be costly/ counter-cultural. But equally you can stand out and 
shine! As a result what difference or impact should we expect to make where we are? What hope 
might there be? The negative is clear: have nothing to do with…. The ‘exposure’ is inevitable; as your 
light/goodness will show up darkness around. But there is hope that those currently in darkness 
might come into the light of Christ (13-14). Remember: we were in darkness/disobedient etc (2:1-4).  

7. What might be some of the practical temptations we face and how can we avoid joining in with:  
a. Sexual immorality These may be better known/ more obvious but worth clarifying.   
b. Greed This may be more subtle than ‘get as rich as poss.’ – maybe trying to ‘have it all’ in other 

ways. About taking/grasping rather than being content/generous. Thankfulness is a great 
litmus test and anti-venom!  

c. Impure speech This may be subtle, and something we don’t think about too much. ‘Dirty 
joking’ etc, These words in v4 refer to words that reveal an impure heart (whether lustful, 
greedy, self-loving) rather than humble, generous and god- and neighbour-loving  

In all these it is worth thinking where we are tempted to ‘go along with the crowd’ – whether at work, 
or in friendships and other relationships.  

8. Can you think how your distinctive Christian living in these areas might show up or expose ‘darkness’ 
around you? Are we honestly ready and willing to stand out in this way? Light is both beautiful but 
also a threat (revealing/embarrassing?)  to the darkness. Christian living will thus both threaten some 
but attract/woo others. Can we think where this hits home?  

9. Positively, what might an embodied commitment to goodness, righteousness and truth look like this 
week? See how beautiful these virtues are. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to live this out daily. We can/will 
live as children of light because that’s who we are in Christ, children of the Father & indwelt by Spirit. 

10. In light of the high stakes of this passage, how specifically can we pray for one another? The prayers 
generated from this study could be a hugely powerful part of our group life and encouragement 
going forwards. Negatively – where are the temptations/pressures? Postively – what are the specific 
opportunities?  Let’s pray for and cheer one another on in this distinctive and wonderful calling! 


